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The twin-field quantum key distribution (TF-QKD) protocol and its variants can
overcome the well-known rate-loss bound without quantum repeaters, which
have attracted significant attention. Generally, to ensure the security of these
protocols, weak coherent states with continuous randomized phases are always
assumed in the test mode. However, this assumption is difficult to meet in
practice. To bridge the gap between theory and practice, we propose two
alternative discrete-phase-randomized (DPR)-twin-field quantum key
distribution protocols, which remove the phase sifting procedure in the code
mode. Simulation results show that when compared with previous discrete-
phase-randomized-twin-field quantum key distribution protocols, our modified
protocols can significantly improve the secret key rate in the low channel loss
range, which is very promising for practical twin-field quantum key distribution
systems.
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1 Introduction

Based on the laws of quantum mechanics, quantum key distribution (QKD) [1] can
provide secret keys for two distant parties, Alice and Bob, even in the presence of an
eavesdropper Eve. Since the first protocol [1] was proposed in 1984, many achievements
[2–6] have been made to promote the procedure of QKD. However, the fundamental rate-
loss bound [7,8] limits the performance of these QKD protocols. Surprisingly, based on the
single-photon interference at the third untrusted party Eve, the twin-field QKD (TF-QKD)
protocol [9] shows the possibility of overcoming this limit.

Inspired by the revolutionary idea of TF-QKD [9], many variant protocols [10–19] have
been proposed to strengthen the security, and some variants have been demonstrated in
experiments [20–26]. To ensure the security of these protocols, quantum states should be
randomly switched between the code mode and the test mode. Generally, the decoy-state
method [27–29] is adopted in the test mode to estimate the eavesdropper’s information on
raw keys.

However, the standard decoy-state method assumes that the phases of coherent states
should be continuously randomized, which is very difficult to achieve in practical
experiments. Fortunately, [30,31] proposed the discrete-phase-randomized (DPR)
scheme to bypass the requirement of continuous phase randomization. Subsequently,
researchers have generalized the DPR source to various TF-QKD protocols [32–35] to
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improve their practical security. In particular, [33] requires phase
post-selection both in the code mode and the test mode, and [35]
needs phase post-selection only in the code mode. Nevertheless, the
secret key rate of [33,35] is lower due to phase sifting in the code
mode, especially in the low channel loss range. Hence, it is necessary
to further promote the performance of these two DPR-TF-QKD
protocols.

In this paper, by removing the phase post-selection procedure of
the code mode [33,35], we propose two alternative DPR-TF-QKD
protocols. In our protocols, if Alice and Bob choose the code mode,
the classical bits 0,1 are encoded into the 0, π phases of a coherent
state, respectively; and if Alice and Bob choose the test mode, they
modulate the phases of a coherent state with a random phase
0, 2πM,

4π
M, . . . ,

(M−1)2π
M . Simulation results show that only with a

small number of discrete phases, our protocols can overcome the
rate-loss bound; and compared with [33,35], our protocols perform
much better in the low channel loss range.

2 Protocols

We introduce the procedure of our modified DPR-TF-QKD
protocols, which are named as Protocol I and Protocol II in the
following context. Compared with [33,35], our protocols I and II
remove the phase sifting procedure in the code mode, which can
improve the secret key rate of DPR-TF-QKD protocols in the low
channel loss range.

2.1 Protocol I

2.1.1 Step 1
Alice (Bob) chooses the code mode or the test mode in each trial. If

the code mode is selected, Alice (Bob) randomly generates a key bit
bA(bB) to prepare a coherent state |(−1)bA ��

μ
√ 〉 (|(−1)bB ��

μ
√ 〉). If the

testmode is selected, Alice (Bob) randomly chooses a numberx(y) and
an intensity ξa(ξb) to prepare a coherent state |

��
ξa

√
ei

2πx
M 〉(| ��

ξb
√

ei
2πy
M 〉),

where x, y ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . ,M − 1}, ξa, ξb ∈ μ, ],ω{ }, andM denotes the
number of discrete phases modulated by Alice (Bob).

2.1.2 Step 2
Alice and Bob send the prepared states to the untrusted party

Eve. Eve interferes with the received states on a 50:50 beam splitter,
measures output pulses with two threshold detectors L and R, and
announces the corresponding results. Only three results are
acceptable, including only detector L clicks, only detector R
clicks, or no detectors click. If both detectors click, it is
considered to be no detectors click. Notably, the events of only
detector L or R clicking are considered successful measurements.

2.1.3 Step 3
Alice and Bob repeat the aforementioned steps numerous times.

For those successful events, Alice and Bob announce their chosen
mode. For trials in the code mode, they keep bA and bB as their sifted
key bits. Moreover, Bob should flip his key bits bB for those events
that detector R clicks. For trials in the test mode, they announce the
values of ξa, ξb, x and y and only keep the trials that are ξa = ξb and x =
y or x � y ± M

2 .

2.1.4 Step 4
Alice and Bob perform error correction and privacy

amplification to get final secret keys.
The final secret key rate of Protocol I is

K≥Qμ 1 − fH eμ( ) − IμAE[ ], (1)
where H(X) � −X log2X − (1 −X)log2(1 −X) is the binary
Shannon entropy, Qμ and eμ denote the gain and error rate of
quantum states, respectively, with intensity μ in the code mode, f
denotes the inefficiency of error correction, and IμAE denotes the upper
bound of Eve’s Holevo information. Notably, the procedure and secret
key rate of our Protocol I are the same as [32], while [32] estimates the
eavesdropper’s information by obtaining the upper bounds of the phase
error, which is different from our security analysis. The detailed analysis
of our Protocol I is shown in Supplementary Appendix A.

For the simplicity of practical implementations, we can further
remove the phase post-selection step of the test mode in Protocol I,
which will be reduced to Protocol II. The procedure of Protocol II
runs as follows.

2.2 Protocol II

2.2.1 Step 1
This step is similar to that of Protocol I.

2.2.2 Step 2
Alice and Bob send the prepared states to the untrusted party Eve.

Eve interferes with the received states on a 50:50 beam splitter,
measures output pulses with two threshold detectors L and R, and
announces the corresponding results. Only three results are acceptable,
including only detector L clicks, only detector R clicks, or no detectors
click. Here, the event that both detectors click is considered to be no
detectors click for the code mode and is randomly assigned as only
detector L or R clicks for the test mode. Notably, the events of only
detector L or R clicking are considered successful measurements.

2.2.3 Step 3
Alice and Bob repeat the aforementioned steps numerous times.

For those successful events, Alice and Bob announce their chosen
mode. For trials in the code mode, they keep bA and bB as their sifted
key bits. Moreover, Bob should flip his key bits bB for those events
that detector R clicks. For trials in the test mode, they announce the
values of ξa and ξb to calculate gains Qξaξb .

2.2.4 Step 4
This step is similar to that of Protocol I.
The final secret key rate of Protocol II is the same as that of

Protocol I, and the corresponding analysis is shown in
Supplementary Appendix B.

3 Simulation

For typical TF-QKD systems [36], we assume that the detection
efficiency and the dark count rate per pulse of single-photon detectors
are 20% and 10–8, respectively, the inefficiency of key reconciliation is
1.1, and the intrinsic misalignment error is 1.5%. With these system
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parameters, we investigate the performance of our protocols. Moreover,
we optimize the intensities of μ and ] by a coarse-grained exhaustive
search, and the intensity ω is simply fixed to be 0.

The simulation results of Protocol I are shown in Figure 1, and the
Pirandola–Laurenza–Ottaviani–Banchi (PLOB) bound [8] is plotted
in comparison. It can be seen that, withM = 4, Protocol I cannot break
the PLOB bound; however, with the increase ofM which can estimate
Eve’s information more accurately, Protocol I can break the PLOB
bound, and the maximal channel loss becomes higher.

Moreover, we compare the performance of Protocol I and [33],
and the corresponding results are shown in Figure 2. The difference

between them is the preparation of the code mode. Specifically, in
Protocol I, Alice (Bob) prepares a coherent state
|(−1)bA ��

μ
√ 〉 (|(−1)bB ��

μ
√ 〉) for the code mode, while in [33],

Alice (Bob) prepares a coherent state
|ei[bAπ+(2πxM )] ��

μ
√ 〉 (|ei[bBπ+(2πyM )] ��

μ
√ 〉). Compared to [33], which

requires phase sifting in the code mode and introduces the
sifting factor 2/M in the key generation rate, Protocol I removes
the phase sifting procedure and thus naturally bypasses the sifting
factor 2/M in the key rate. Hence, the key rate of Protocol I is higher
than that of [33] in the relatively low channel loss range. On the
other hand, Protocol I modulates only two phases in the code mode,

FIGURE 1
Results of the secret key rate versus channel loss for Protocol I
with differentM values. The black line represents the PLOB bound, and
the curves from the bottom to the top represent the secret key rates of
Protocol I with M = 4, 6, 8, and 10.

FIGURE 2
Comparison results of Protocol I and [33] withM = 8 and 10. The
solid curves represent the results of Protocol I, and the dashed curves
represent the results of [33].

FIGURE 3
Results of the secret key rate versus channel loss for Protocol II
with differentM values. The black line represents the PLOB bound, and
the curves represent the secret key rates of Protocol II withM = 4, 6, 8,
and 10.

FIGURE 4
Comparison results of Protocol II and [35] withM = 8 and 10. The
solid curve and the dot–dash curve represent the results of Protocol II,
and the dashed curves represent the results of [35].
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which leads to the tolerable channel loss is relatively lower than that
of [33].

Figure 3 shows the simulation results of Protocol II. Protocol II
cannot break the PLOB bound with M = 4; however, with the
increase of M, Protocol II can break the PLOB bound, and the
maximal channel loss becomes higher as well. It should be noted that
the secret key rates of M = 8 and M = 10 are almost overlapped,
which indicates that modulating only eight phases in the test mode is
adequate to ensure both the performance and security of Protocol II.
Furthermore, we compare the performance of Protocol II and [35],
and the results are shown in Figure 4. Similar to the analysis of
Figure 2, [35] requires phase sifting in the code mode, while Protocol
II removes phase sifting in the code mode. Consequently, the secret
key rate of Protocol II is higher than that of [35] in the relatively low
channel loss range, and the tolerable channel loss of Protocol II is
lower than that of [35].

4 Conclusion

Briefly, we have proposed two alternative DPR-TF-QKD
protocols, which removed the phase sifting procedure in the code
mode. In our security analysis, we only consider the security against
collective attacks, which can be extended to the security against
coherent attacks with the post-selection technique in [37].
Simulation results show that our protocols can break the PLOB
bound with only a small number of discrete phases. Also, compared
with the previous protocols which required phase post-selection in
the code mode, our protocols performed much better, especially in
the low channel loss range. In addition, the finite key effect plays an
important role in the practical implementation of the QKD system
[38–41], and we will leave this issue for future research.
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